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Lesson 10, Part 3a 

 

Now it's time to talk about the first paid harmony recording software program. This one is called 

Harmony Engine EVO by Antares, the people who make Auto-Tune. The first thing that you should 

know is that on a PC, you need to do some tweaking to get Harmony Engine EVO to work in 

REAPER, though it works right out of the box on a Mac. On a PC, though, when you first install 

EVO and then launch REAPER, you'll only find Harmony Engine EVO if you click the FX button 

here. You won't find it under the regular VST list, you'll only find it under VST3, and REAPER is 

currently having trouble dealing with VST3 plugins; it can't load the presets, the program crashes, 

etcetera. 

 

Now, what you might not know, I only found out from the Antares support folks, is that the EVO 

installer also installs a VST2 version during the installation, but for some reason, REAPER doesn't 

check that folder automatically for new plugins like it does for the folder where VST3s get 

installed. So, for EVO to work on a PC, you need to do two things: First, instruct REAPER to scan 

the following folder. Let's close the FX window, go to options, preferences, and come all the way 

down to VST. Then, you're going to add a folder. If you're using a 32 bit version of the plugin, 

which is what I'm doing, go to your C drive, program files, common files, and click VST2. In there 

is a VST2 version of Harmony Engine EVO. Now, click rescan, well, click apply first, then click 

rescan, and okay. Now, if you go to FX and come down to the regular VST folder, you'll see that 

Harmony Engine EVO is there. Don't click it yet, because I said there were two things you needed 

to do. 

 

The second thing is to right-click on Harmony Engine underneath VST and make sure to put a 

check mark by "inform plugin when track channel count changes". Then, you can load Harmony 

Engine EVO, and it will be using the VST2 version and that will work beautifully. So, here we are 

in REAPER. We are going to need to open a new track and then go to insert media file, because we 

need the lead vocal there so we can have something to put harmonies to. We're just going to put the 

chorus, so the lead vocal, in track one. Then, all we need to do is load up Harmony Engine. Notice 

it is an AU plugin, not a VST, and here's what it looks like. A lot of controls here. Over in the 

harmony control, you have a number of options. Scale interval is probably the best one for 

generating correct harmonies for your song. You just need to tell it what key the song is in. "Son of 

the Sea" is in G, so we'll select G, and it's in G major, so we'll leave that alone. And now, if we just 

hit the space bar to play, you'll hear what it generated. 

 

[music] 

 

Whoa, that was too loud. You probably heard the distortion, and see over here where the red marks 

are? Let's get rid of those and let's turn these harmonies down. These are the controls for the four 

harmony voices that got generated. It does that by default; four harmony voices here. So let's turn 

em down to somewhere near -15 and try this again. 

 

[music] 

 

Okay, that was better. It didn't distort. Let's take a look at these harmony parts. The first one is an 

octave up from the melody. Next is a fifth up, then a third up, then an octave down from the melody. 

Notice also that there are controls for each voice including panning. You can also solo each track to 
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hear each voice individually. Here's the octave up. 
 

[music] 

 

And here's a fifth up. 

 

[music] 

 

And here's a third up. 

 

[music] 

 

And here is the octave down. 

 

[music] 

 

You're not stuck with those intervals. Each harmony channel has a drop-down allowing you to 

choose. Let's try changing the first channel from an octave up to a fourth below the melody. 

 

[music] 

 

So the scale interval harmony control generates harmonies based on the key you give it. And you 

can change the intervals for each of the four voices to change the surround if you want. This can be 

great if you don't have a harmony part written yet and you wanna get ideas. And it can also help if 

you aren't very good at making up harmonies. But it is not good for recreating existing harmony 

parts. And what you get in this mode may or may not work with the chord changes in your song. 

Let's take a look at the next harmony source in the harmony control window here called "chord 

degrees". This will let you tell EVO what chord it should use and when to create the harmony parts. 

Then you can change the chords in the correct places in the song by pressing these buttons here 

once you get them set up. Here's how it works: First of all, notice that once this mode, chord 

degrees, is selected, the interval options for each voice go away. This is because whatever chord is 

being triggered will determine which notes each voice will sing. To use this harmony setting, you'll 

need to know the chords of your song and when they change. 

 

"Son of the Sea" has four chords in the chorus: G, A minor, C, and D. And you'll also need to know 

the degree of the chord for the key the song is in, which is much easier than it sounds. I know, I'm 

sorry, I'm sorry, but just a tiny excursion into music theory stuff again. And this stuff is really easy, 

so you'll be really glad you learned it. It will help with songwriting and creating harmony parts. 

 

Okay, so you have seven chords: A, B, C, D, E, F, and G. And they'll be arranged in some sequence, 

not always starting with A, depending on the key of the song. For a song in a major key, the first 

chord, also called the "root chord", will be the chord for whatever the key is. For example, with a 

song in the key of G major, like "Son of the Sea", the first chord, also called the root chord, will be 

G. The song is in G, then the first chord will be G. Then everything follows in sequence. So instead 

of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, you have: G, A, B, C, D, E, F. And the same would be true for whatever 

major key. So in G major, if the first chord is G, the second chord is A minor, the third chord would 

be B minor, the fourth would be C, etcetera, all the way to F. How do I know the A and B chords are 

minor? Because those are the rules of music. 
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Here's a handy cheat sheet about the correct chords you can play in a song. I like to use regular 

numbers, but typically you'll see these in roman numerals. The I chord, would be major, that's the 

root chord; the II chord, would be minor; the III chord, would be minor; the IV or fourth chord, 

would be major; the fifth chord would be major; the sixth would be minor, and; the seventh is 

actually diminished. Since A was the second chord in the key of G, G, A; one, two; it has to be 

minor. As does the third chord, B; G, A, B, and the sixth, which is E. Anyway, so "Son of the Sea" is 

in the key of G. So the root chord, or the I chord, the first chord, is G. Since the next chord is A 

minor, I just count up from G, starting with I on G. So, G, A; one, two. So A is the II chord in the key 

of G. And as we just saw, that has to be minor because of the rules of music. 

 

And since Evo knows the rules of music, it automatically knows that the second chord is gonna be 

minor. So when I choose second, it's gonna put A minor in there automatically. Cool, huh? So A 

minor is the II chord. Next is a C chord, so what degree is that? What number is that? Starting with 

G, counting, you get G, A, B, C; one, two, three, four. C is the IV, or fourth chord in the key of G. 

And we know by our cheat sheet that that's gonna be a major, so C major, etcetera. There, was that 

so hard? Okay, now back to Evo. 

 

First, I set the key of the song in the key root box up here. So, "Son of the Sea" is in the key of G 

major. You have to set this correctly in order for Evo to know the chord degrees and output the right 

chords. So, then I need to assign the chord degrees to these slots over here, where it says "harmony 

presets". 

 

To start, I want a G chord. So, I choose "root" up here, we know the one chord, or the root chord, is 

G, in the key of G major. So, I'm just gonna come down here, and in order to start assigning these 

chords to these little buttons, click the "assign" button down here. And come up to the chord drop-

down and make sure "root" is selected, because G is the first chord in the chorus. Then click down 

here, where it says "name" and type "root". Now click this button here, under "harmony presets", to 

assign it there. 

 

Now click "assign" again, and change the chord up here to "second". I know this because A minor is 

the next chord in "Son of the Sea," and A is the second degree in a G major scale; G, A; one, two. 

So, type "second" down here, and click the next button to assign it there. Click "assign" again. 

 

Now we need a C chord, which is the fourth degree; G, A, B, C; one, two, three, four. So choose 

"fourth" from the chord drop-down, type "fourth" here, click the next button to assign it there, and 

finally, click "assign". 

 

And we need a D chord, which is the fifth degree; G, A, B, C, D; one, two, three, four, five. And if 

you look you look in the drop-down, you'll see there is no fifth, but there is a "dominant". That's 

because in the rules of music, in a major scale, the fifth chord is not called the fifth chord, it's called 

the dominant chord, just go with it. So choose "dominant", and type "dominant" in there, click on 

the next button, and now we're ready to play through our song. 

 

I can change the chords while the song plays by pressing these buttons. So press the space bar to 

start the song playing. 

 

[music] 
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Now that harmony sounds much closer to the parts that were actually written for the song. And you 

can solo each voice here to learn each part, if you wanna sing it, which is cool. But there is a 

problem here if you wanna actually record the harmony, which is what this course is all about. As 

you know from the REAPER basics section, or "The Newbies Guide to Audio Recording 

Awesomeness II", the only way to end up with a finished and mixed audio file is to render it, which 

will apply all the effects you've set up. That takes place offline. In other words, you just press this 

button here, and when it's done processing, it basically says, "Here's your file." So you can't apply 

the chord changes manually like I just did by clicking the buttons in real-time, and have a recording 

of that. You have to automate it in REAPER. How do you do that? You use an automation envelope. 

 

This will make the changes for you and will be applied during the rendering process. Here's how 

you do that. In the track control panel, click on the track envelopes/automation button. Then come 

down to where it says VST Harmony Engine, and click on the plus sign to expand our choices, and 

then look for chord degree and put an X in that box. Also put an X in the arm box here, and then 

close the envelope window. And now you'll see that underneath the audio track, you have an 

envelope track. The lines in this track control the settings of the parameter of the effect you just 

selected. So by moving this up and down, you change the chords. I already went through and did 

this earlier. But I'll do the first few chord changes so you can see what I mean. Let me zoom in here 

a little bit. Unfortunately, REAPER doesn't display the chord degree names like second and fourth 

and dominant when you move these up and down. That would be very handy. All it does is show 

you a decimal value for wherever that line is. So you have to open up the Harmony Engine effect 

window and keep your eyes over here on the chord. This is supposed to start on a C, which is the 

fourth degree. So if I drag this down, you see how that changes and selects all the different chords 

as I move this line up and down. 

 

So, what we want is the fourth, so I just slide it up until it says fourth. And that's how you choose 

the different chords. Now, you also have to tell it when to change and that's where these little dots 

come in. Those are little joints or points of inflection. Those allow you to create the curbs in here in 

order to make the changes. The way to do that is to highlight a section, I like to use the toggle 

repeat so that it stays, and keeps playing the same thing you have selected. 

 

[music] 

 

So you know that is going to be one chord. And then when you have an area selected, if you just 

nudge the level control here for the envelope, you'll see that it creates an envelope line that is as 

long as your selection. I'll do a smaller selection there so you can see how that works. Once you 

have that selected, then you can just drag it up or down and put it in the right place. I did this all the 

way across so that the chords would be correct. So, I'll undo what I did just there. So you'll see that 

when I put my cursor in the first part of the chorus, it starts on the C which is the fourth, and then 

over here, it changes to the root, and it changes to the second, and it changes to the fourth, and root, 

second, fourth, and so on, across the song until the chords change where you want them to. Now 

that you have that set up, you simply hit file and render, and then your recorded file will have the 

harmony changes in it. We're gonna break the EVO lesson into two videos since it's so involved. So 

I'll see you in Lesson 10, Part 2B.  


